DAINTY FLORAL ODORS IN JUNE PERFUMERY

Fashion, inclination and good taste all dictate that Summer Perfumes shall be light and delicate, in contrast with the heavier fragrances so unsuitable in cooler weather.

Two new Summer odors that 'bid fair to be favorites this season are "Wild Flowers of Mood" and "Marcella's Visit.""

For June weddings the most suitable perfumes will be the ever-popular "Valley Lily" and "O-ar-d Oriental Bouquet.

The leading lines of perfumes carried in this line of Paris are to be found in our assortment of imported fragrance. There are Bodger & Galley's, Finnauld's, Huskjaht's, Marzelle's, LeGrand's, Vilet's, Guerlain's and Piver's Perfumes.

Among the domestic lines we carry are Palmer's, Vallance's, Alfred Wright's, Thos. Reckelsker's, Adolph Spichlers and Lumbard's.

Each of the lines named above comprises from 8 to 25 odors, there being an equal shelf over 75 different perfumes of just the lines mentioned above.

With a stock of this proportion we are in a position to satisfy the daintiest whimsies of Fashion's votaries.

PRICES—Cost is one of the least considerations when the obtaining of a lasting, reliable odor is the object. Some of our daintiest perfumes are so lasting that a handkerchief sprayed with their delicate essence will pass through the laundry and still retain enough of the delightful fragrance to be detected after the return. Ingredients which admit of this degree of excellence are costly, but we have found that the finer qualities are preferred by our fair patrons, as indicated by the constantly increasing demand for the better lines of perfumes.

BOUNTIFUL FEATURES—at only from 15c to 1.248 as seen at:

Marcella's, bargain, glass stopper, 12c per....
Marcella's, Vaughan, glass stopper, 15c per...
Marcella's, Vaughan, glass stopper, 17c per...
Marcella's, Vaughan, glass stopper, 20c per...

Domehetic, from 15c to 1.248 as seen above.

Here are some prices of a few selected items:

Vallance's, any odor, glass stopper, 1c per...
Vallance's, any odor, Sassafras, 15c per...

Soap $2.50 a Cake

Our imported lines of fragrant Soaps made under the name of "Weaver's Colored Soap" and "Ripon Perfume." The range price from 15c to 2.50 a cake will carry all the leading domestic lines. Note the following:

Lohr's Skirrers Soap, the perfection of all molded soaps at 25c, 2 heads. 40c.
Vallance's Colored Soap has qualities of hot or tepid or other qualities in perfumery.

U-ar-d Bath of Benzoln

In vials of 25c, 40c or 60c a vial. These are a great and delightfully stimulating balsam for the skin, pure and colorless, a pleasant fragrance to the entire person; the skin retains the freshness indefinitely; per box...

U-ar-d Oriental/Compensated

Paper

Grateful and nothing to sensitive complexion—absolute absence of perfumes that cause sneezing, and leaves skin fragrant.

Mount Rainier Pearl Paint

3c and 6c

For the Breath

Mystic Balm Entomotope—arrows of fragrance.

Purple Rose and Champion—a Breath of Fragrance, per box...

Perfumed Papierties

Highlight, handkerchief, per box...

Ink and Envelope, per box...

Chrome Sunflower Papierties, per box...

IMPORTING PERFUMERS

WOODBARD, CLARKE & CO.

Fourth and Washington

MAYOR FIGHTS GAS LEASE

CORRECTION: Official Who Disagreed
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